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The exit device that requires only 
5 pounds of force to operate

The AX was born out of a need to provide the market with a 
solution that meets the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible 
Design (Chapters 404.2.7 and 309.4), which state that the 
force required to activate operable parts shall be 5 pounds 
maximum. The 2013 California Building Code (Chapter 11B-
309.4) adopted virtually identical requirements that went 
into effect January 1st, 2013.

Falcon prides itself on providing a solid product at a solid 
price. With the implementation of the ADA standards into 
the new California Building Code, the need for accessibility 
that is both reliable and affordable is clear. The new Falcon 
AX device option delivers code compliance at an affordable 
price, bringing unbeatable value to the industry.

AX device
specification requirements

Provide exit devices tested to ANSI/BHMA A156.3 Grade 1, 
[Option for specific compliant products/applications: UL 
certified to meet maximum 5 pound requirements according 
to the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design (Chapters 
404.2.7 and 309.4) and California Building Code (Chapter 
11B-309.4)] and UL listed for panic exit or fire exit hardware.

How to identify the 
Falcon AX device

Look for the “AX” prefix in the door schedule 
and/or specification.

In the field, look for the compliance note 
on the UL Label and the AX Device Label. 
Both labels can be found on the center case 
cover of the exit device as shown below.

1.

2.

Contact Allegion today at 888.925.4359 or 
ax.allegion.com/falcon to learn how the AX device can help 
you provide accessibility and meet your code requirements.
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Falcon proudly introduces the new AX option
Requiring only 5 pounds of force to operate while meeting all of your Grade 1 needs

UL certification on new California Building 
Code requirements

The AX is subject to Allegion’s standard testing to 

ensure it meets high standards for durability, use and 
functionality. We also received a new UL certification 
confirming for you—and building inspectors—that an 
independent third party has verified that the AX is 
compliant with the 5 pound maximum operational 
force requirement. The AX is a UL-certified exit device 
designed to meet the new requirements put in place 
by ADA Standards and the California Building Code for 
accessible openings.

What this means to you

You can be assured that you are specifying a product 

that’s been thoroughly tested to meet the ADA 
Standard as well as California Building Code’s new 
code requirements. This will help minimize the risk of 
project delays, liability, and lost time and money when 
having to re-specify an opening.

Accessibility at a solid price

On the surface, the AX device looks and performs the 
same as traditional Falcon exit devices. The difference 
is that the AX device has been re-engineered to meet 
5 pound operational force requirements. The chassis 
now requires less push force to actuate the latch while 
still keeping your doors secure, providing you a solid 
product at a solid price.  

Satisfying your door code requirements

 § Meets 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design 
(Chapters 404.2.7 and 309.4)

 § UL Certified 2013 California Building Code  
(Chapter 11B-309.4)

 § Certified ANSI/BHMA Grade 1

 § UL listed panic and fire hardware

AX 25 Series specifications 

Device types AX-25-R (Rim)
AX-25-C (Concealed vertical rod)
AX-25-V (Surface vertical rod)

Device 
functions

EO - Exit only
DT - Dummy trim
NL - Night latch
L - Lever
L-BE - Lever with blank 
escutcheon

L-NL - Lever with night latch
L-DT - Lever with dummy trim
NL-OP - Night latch optional pull
C - Cylinder trim plate

UL listing Panic and fire

Device lengths 3', 4'

Finishes US3, US4, US10, US28, US26, US26D, US32, US32D, 313AN

Dogging options 
(panic only)

CD - Cylinder dogging
LD - Less dogging

Rod options LBR - Less bottom rod 
LBR-AFL - Less bottom rod with auxiliary fire pin

Electronic 
options

EL - Electric latch retraction
RX - Request to exit 
DM - Device monitor switch
LM - Latch monitor switch
CON - Allegion Connect
EA - Exit alarm
FSA/FSE - Fail safe/fail secure electrified trim

AX 19 Series specifications 

Device types AX-19-R (Rim) 
AX-19-V (Surface vertical rod)

Device 
functions

EO - Exit only
DT - Dummy trim
NL - Night latch
L - Lever
L-BE - Lever with 
blank escutcheon
L-NL - Lever with night 
latch

L-DT - Lever with dummy trim
C - Cylinder trim plate
KIL - Key in lever
KIL-BE - Key in lever blank 
escutcheon
KIL-NL - Key in lever night latch
KIL-IC - Key in lever 
interchangeable core

UL listing Panic and fire

Device lengths 3', 4'

Finishes SP28, SP313, US32D

Dogging options 
(panic only)

CD - Cylinder dogging
LD - Less dogging

Rod options LBR - Less bottom rod 
LBR-AFL - Less bottom rod with auxiliary fire pin

How to order

Prefixes Rating Device 
series

Device 
type

Trim 
function

Latch 
option

Finish Door 
width

Handing Less 
bottom rod

Accessories Other

AX - 25 R L-NL - US26D 3' RHR - CYL -


